Production of aqueous colloidal dispersions of carbon nanotubes.
Stable homogeneous dispersions of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been prepared by using sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) as dispersing agent. To our knowledge, it is the first report to quantitatively characterize colloidal stability of the dispersions by UV-vis spectrophometric measurements. When the sediment time reaches 500 h, the supernatant CNT concentration drops as much as 50% for the bare CNT suspension, compared to 15% with the addition of SDS. Furthermore, after 150 h, no precipitation is found for CNT/SDS dispersions, exhibiting an extreme stability. Zeta potential, auger electron microscopy, and FTIR analysis are employed to investigate the adsorption mechanism in detail. It has been concluded that the surfactant containing a single straight-chain hydrophobic segment and a terminal hydrophilic segment can modify the CNTs-suspending medium interface and prevent aggregation over long periods. The morphology of the CNT dispersions is observed with optical microscopy. An intermediate domain of homogeneously dispersed nanotubes exhibits an optimum at 0.5 wt% CNTs and 2.0 wt% SDS.